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I. The 1997 East Asia Crisis
II. Latest Episode

Causes of the 1997 Crisis
 Fixed exchange rate:
–

Impossible Trinity :
Independent Monetary Policy – Fixed exchange rate – Free capital flows

 Over-reliance on banking sector and short-term external debt
–

Double mismatch

 Underdeveloped bond market, long-term funding not available
 Weak banking sector
 Weakness in underlying economic fundamentals; overvalue of
currency
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The 1997 Crisis : Lessons learnt

 Reform monetary policy : new monetary policy framework
–

Flexible exchange rate under inflation targeting framework

 Foster domestic banking reform and recapitalization
 Enhance the development of domestic bond market
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Why develop domestic bond market ?
For Issuers:
 Diversification of risks from the banking system to investors
 Greater efficiency in fund raising
–

–

Government sector: cost effective
Corporate sector: still limited, needing to be developed

For Investors:
 Bond as a tradable credit instruments offers liquidity to lenders.
 Wider range of investment alternatives for both institutional investors and general
investors improves their ability to diversify risk.
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Regional Bond Market Development Over the Past 10 Years :
Remarkable Growth
Size of local currency bond markets
as a percentage to GDP

Average 57%
As of Dec 2007
Source: www.asianbondsonline.adb.org

 Average domestic bond/GDP ratios tripled to 57% in 10 years time, led by
growth in government bond
 Korea and Malaysia are two greatest achievers, with ratios rising to above 100%
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Market development supporting factors

1) Growth in domestic investment demand
2) Excess global liquidity
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Issues of market illiquidity remain common across the
region
Government bond and corporate bond turnover ratio (times),
times
as of Dec 2006
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Source: www.asianbondsonline.adb.org

 Low turnover ratios for both government and corporate bonds
 Insufficient supply, narrow investor base, buy and hold, lack of hedging
instruments
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Latest Episode : 2007 Subprime crisis
Subprime loan securitization
Mortgage origination by
- unregulated mortgage firms
- unscrupulous banks

Rating agency + Monoline insurer

Securitized into investment grade
CDOs by banks

Credit derivatives market

CDS spread rose from perceived higher credit risk
Credit Default Swap market (CDS)

Sold to institutional investors
and hedged funds (financed by banks),
equity tranche held by banks’ SPV
(off balance sheet)

Securitized into CDOs
by banks

„ From bond to securitization.
„ Banks have lent too much and too cheaply.
- Banks involved themselves in CDOs in many aspects.
„ Investors in credit derivatives market faced mark-to-market losses from
perceived rising credit risk
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Impact of the 2007 Subprime Crisis
 Effects of US subprime on East Asia region can be felt
through two channels:
1. Real sector channel
2. Financial sector channel
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1. Real Sector Channel
International Trade Channel
 Global economy in recession:
–

Threats to GDP growth, especially in small economies

 Growth in China demand may compensate for weaker US
growth
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The geographic composition of Asia’s export market has become much
less concentrated but trade exposure depends on country openness

Source : CEIC, IMF DOT and WEO, Oct 2007
Source : Asia Development Outlook 2007
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Despite less reliance on external trade, about 61.3% of total
Asian exports is consumed in G3 countries

Final Demand
in Asia

Final Demand
in G3
G3
61.3%

Total
final
demand
21.2%

Source : Asia Development Outlook 2007

78.8%

Others
17.5%
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2. Financial Sector Channel
1) US Asset exposure : impact varies
- US CDO investors may incur losses from asset quality impairment
credit spread widening
- Others may enjoy benefits of bullish regional bond markets with
yields trending down following US
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2. Financial Sector Channel (Cont.)
2) External funding exposure : not much impact
- Small proportion of foreign funding in East Asia economies
Outstanding Official Foreign Debt to Total Govt Debt
As of 2006 except China and Japan 2004, Korea 2005

Source: www.asianbondsonline.adb.org
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2. Financial Sector Channel (cont.)
3) Exposure in domestic financial market

Domestic financing profile, as of March 2007

Region’s
average 20%
(ex Japan)

„ Domestic credit market – minimal, with spare lending capacity
„ Domestic bond market – initial bearishness, but decouple and resume domestic trend
‟ domestic issuance await accommodative policy environment
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2. Financial Sector Channel (cont.)
„ Money market
- Liquidity crunch in global money market

„ Equity market
- Higher linkage to US financial market, but well supported by stronger economic
fundamental
- Capital outflow from US and EU to emerging market

„ Credit derivatives market
- Developing market, trend is now towards principal protected products

„ FX market
- High volatility due to capital flow

Asia has high financial linkages with the US stock market
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Asia is still unable to completely de-couple but the effect
from the US crisis is cushioned by relatively strong domestic factors

Positive Factors
 Strong Asian domestic demand
 Export diversification
 High international reserves to cushion
external shocks
 Strong fiscal positions and enough room
for further fiscal stimulus
 More resilient banking system when
compared to 1997 Asian crisis
 Strong corporate sector’s balance sheet

Risk Factors
 Stock market psychological linkage
with the US
 US recession could affect European
and Japanese economies, an
important part of Asian final demand
 Asian growth depends on China and
India’s domestic demand as well as
these economies’ economic resilience
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Policy Challenges
„ To minimize impacts:
Policy coordination at global level is needed, in order to retain
investors’ confidence and avoid recession.
Policy makers may prioritize between these two objectives :
Stability and Growth
1) Financial market stability
2) Financial market growth

„ To prevent future turmoil:
Lessons learnt.
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2007 Lessons Learnt







Misperception of risks
Financial innovation as a double-edged sword
“Principal-Agent” and “Asymmetric Information” problems
Market transparency
Over-reliance on credit rating agency and monoline insurer
Monetary Policy without asset price monitoring
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Conclusion and Implications for Central Bank
 Limited initial impact, but downside risks remain
 Difficult interest rate policy decisions between responding to domestic
economic condition and managing external shocks
 Trade-off between the need for prompt corrective actions and “moral
hazard” created by bail outs.
 To de-couple from international economic crisis, Asian countries
should rely more on domestic demand, rather than export-driven
growth.

